
“AS is a brilliant tool for many purposes,” expresses Lind. “I’d like to accentuate the rapid program 

development and the ability to read, analyze, transform, and produce data in many data formats.” 

Visit their web site at:  http://www.bluegarden.com/ for further information on Bluegarden Group 

Denmark.
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Bluegarden Group 

Denmark is part of the 

Bluegarden Group which 

employs more than 600 

skilled workers in 12 

different locations in 

Denmark, Sweden and 

Norway - essentially 

covering the entire 

Scandinavian market 

area. The Group has 

almost 40 years of 

experience in payroll and 

HRM and their ultimate 

goal is to stand as 

Scandinavia’s leading 

vendor of payroll and HR 

solutions.
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Bluegarden Denmark is the leading provider of salary and HR solutions in Denmark. Every month, more 

than a million employees in approximately 80,000 companies receive their pay checks through their 

solutions or via outsourcing services.

They o�er salary solutions to companies of various sizes – from the small entrepreneur with a few 

employees to some of Denmark’s largest private enterprises or public institutions.

Bluegarden Denmark also provides HR solutions, covering all aspects of a company's HR needs 

throughout their organization. Their value proposition is straight forward: ‘We make every-day business 

easier for our customers by supporting or performing their payroll and HR administration activities.’

Agility: Be Nimble and Be Quick
In order to remain competitive and achieve their goals, Bluegarden Denmark is well aware that it needs to 

be agile and responsive to their clients. 

They purposely seek out powerful technologies that help them create or modify applications and services 

in the most rapid and cost-e�ective manner. Acknowledging the clear-cut advantages of the software, 

Bluegarden Demark embraces Rocket’s Application System as a valuable part of its arsenal.

Lotte Rosted Lind, Support Consultant for Bluegarden works closely with their solution powered by 

Rocket AS and comments on the role of Rocket’s product: “For more than 20 years we have been using AS 

to provide a user-friendly data-entry interface to our most complex salary system that is mostly aimed at 

larger companies with 500 or more employees.”

Customization: Be Able to Adapt to Each Customer’s Data
“The salary system is highly individualized, accommodated to adapt to each customer’s needs. We also 

use AS to derive extra salary wages based on often complex parameters and to make high-complex data 

extracts from the system. Lind declares: “Our customers are delighted by the rapidity by which we can 

develop and correct the programs and supply the requested data in almost any data format.”
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“We also use AS to derive extra 

salary wages based on often 

complex parameters and to 

make high-complex data 

extracts from the system. Our 

customers are delighted by the 

rapidity by which we can 

develop and correct the 

programs and supply the 

requested data in almost any 

data format … AS is a brilliant 

tool for many purposes. I’d like 

to accentuate the rapid 

program development and the 

ability to read, analyze, 

transform, and produce data in 

many data formats.” 
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